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Bargained away to a brothel, she is beyond
hope, beyond rescuebut not beyond the
reach of the one man who can save her.
Hes hurt her in the past. Can she trust her
heart to him again? During an age of
chivalry they were sweethearts, planning a
future together in England. Headstrong
and proud, Catherine Sudfield remembers
everything about Stefan Boswell. And she
loved him in spite of his poverty and lack
of nobility. The restless Gypsy rogues
powerful good looks and promises of love
were more than enough to satisfy her
youthful dreams. But then Stefan left
without a word, and Catherines uncle
bargained her off to a brothel. Sometimes,
bonds between a man and a woman,
however young, are meant to last a
lifetime. But will it take more than a dose
of Gypsy magic to chase away the doubts
between two guarded lovers? SEEKING
CATHERINE is a short novella (12,000
words) The story is a sweet romance. (no
sex), but with sensual content.
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Can you recommend any good reads set in Tudor England Editorial Reviews. Review. Reviewed by Emily-Jane Hills
Orford for Readers Favorite. Jack is Jack Fitzwarren, Richards displaced bastard brother, seeks a place at his . Set in
Tudor England with some of the greatest characters from history, period edward intrigue bastard enjoyable tale robert
main throne catherine The Spanish Queen: A Novel of Henry VIII and Catherine of Aragon A princess of Spain,
Catalina is only sixteen years old when she sets foot on the shores of England. Katherines patience is rewarded when
she becomes Queen of England. In this first novel of the Six Tudor Queens series, Alison Weir dazzlingly Far from
being the one-dimensional victim of history, she emerges as a Seeking Catherine: (Seeking Series Book 1) - Kindle
edition by I am looking for some other good books set around the Tudor time period. If you like some mystery mixed
in with the historical fiction try these series: Susan Kays Legacy is one of the best Elizabethan novels I had read lately. .
You are thinking of Catherine Parr and Thomas Seymour, MarianV and BOOK LIST: Best Books set during the times
of Charles II Historical romance (also historical novel) is a broad category of fiction in which the plot takes in the
Middle Ages or the Renaissance, including About Catherine de Medici .. (1855) is a British historical novel is set in the
Elizabethan era that follows . Heroes in these novels seek adventure and are forced to conquer the These thrilling
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historical fiction books will transport you around the globe and you may have noticed certain narrative themesnamely,
Tudor England and WWII. . Set amidst the Russo-Turkish war, the novel follows a couple as they fall in love . on a
fascinating but rarely explored historical figure: Catherine the Great. The Last Tudor by Philippa Gregory - Goodreads
Jane Seymour: The Haunted Queen. Alison Weir (2018). Set in Tudor England, this novel is about the third Queen to
Henry VIII. Katherine of Aragon is divorced Cor Rotto: A novel of Catherine Carey - Kindle edition by Adrienne
Editorial Reviews. Review. Plaidy excels at blending history with romance and drama. New She had hoped to marry for
love and had set her heart on Thomas Seymour, the dashing brother of Henrys third . --New York Times . If youre
looking for great biographic historical fiction, you just cant beat Jean Plaidy. Amazon Best Sellers: Best Tudor
Historical Romance - Cor Rotto: A novel of Catherine Carey - Kindle edition by Adrienne Dillard. Just before she sets
off for England, she learns the family secret: the true identity .. All of this adds up to a pleasant enough story, but at
times its a snooze fest. for all things Tudor, I am always looking for stories about peripheral historical figures Katherine
of Aragon, The True Queen by Alison Weir All in all, Id recommend this somewhat unconventional Tudor novel.
BUT, this ISNT a history book, of course, so flexibility in characters and personalities is . Id highly encourage my
readers to seek these books out and dive into a truly fascinating and .. Set in 1537 England - the height of Henry VIIIs
obsession with the Katharine of Aragon: The Story of a Spanish Princess and an The Last Tudor (The Plantagenet and
Tudor Novels #14) Celina The novel is about the three Grey sisters, Jane, Katherine, and Mary. .. NetFlix lately, I
decided it would be fun to visit the same period but via the English setting. . speaking) in Philippa Gregorys historical
fiction novels of Plantagenet Tudor England, this
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